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Sexism is constantly evident in the media in the
treatment and representation of women, in the
still dominant use of patriarchal discourses,
and in its institutional subordination of women
within the media. The perusal of virtually any
media text will testify to the continuing dominance
of patriarchal discourses and practices (Masterman
1985:211) .
We live in a world where the media are omnipresent and the
"experience of most of us is saturated by the media, no matter
how resistant we take ourselves to be to their influence"
(Masterman 1985:3). The media help to shape our ideas,
thinking, perceptions, morals and values by providing us with
ways of seeing and understanding the world. The media are
'consciousness industries' (l) (Masterman 1985), which provide
perspectives of understanding and creating meaning about the
world. This understanding and creation of meaning shapes our
perceptions, thinking and identities.
Media theorist Dallas Smyth suggests that "the prime item on
the agenda of consciousness industry is producing people"
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(1981: 13). Subj ects are produced through the representations
offered by the consciousness industry.
Ideologies, identities and subject positions are proposed and
developed through the discourses offered by the media.Gendered
identities are constructed and perpetuated through the media
representations and narratives which appear as 'natural' or
'normal' (Weedon 1987).. ,-. The media carry powerful
representations of gender and it is through them that our
perceptions of gender are constructed, reinforced or
challenged:
No representations in the written and visual media
are gender-neutral. They either confirm or challenge
the status quo through the ways they construct or
fail to construct images of femininity and
masculinity (Weedon 1987:101).
The images and sign systems offered by the media are made to
appear natural and unproblematic (Weedon 1987:102). They offer
us a framework to interpret differences, gender roles and
power relationships.
Given the power, influence and omnipresent nature of the
media, the use of the media becomes an important site which
educational institutions, like schools, possess to challenge
inequalities, patriarchal discourses and practices in media
texts.
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Although schools are responsible for perpetuating, reproducing
and reinforcing (cf reproduction theorists: Bowles & Gintis
1976 and Bourdieu 1977) gendered identities, sex roles and




setting that there are avenues for resistance, negotiation and
contestation (Gilbert and Taylor 1991) . The critical
investigation of media texts is but one strategy that can be
implemented to challenge inequalities, patriarchal discourses
and practices.
The Gender Task Team believe that:
one of the most important things about the acquisition
and reinforcement of sexist ideas that takes place
in schools is that scholars learn about them in an
unexamined manner (1997:77).
This reports acknowledges that gender is not an area of
concern or scrutiny in schools and in particular the
classroom.
In line with this position, the central question informing
this study is
How can meanings, particularly in relation to gender, be
critically negotiated in media texts within the English
classroom ?
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In undertaking this study, theoretical insights in relation to
gender, pedagogy, critical literacy and media will be drawn
upon. Feminisms and its different theories, poststructuralism,
feminist poststructuralism, the different strands in English
teaching, critical pedagogy , critical literacy and its
principles as well as media theory inform the theoretical
areas of this study.
By proposing the above research question, the study aims to:
• Develop a theoretically informed approach of how teaching
about the media can provide "a long - awaited injection of
critical and radical thinking" (Masterman 1985:256) ,
especially about gender and how meanings around gender can
be critically negotiated in media texts.
• Explore ways in which students can re-look at gender
constructions and become increasingly aware of how their own
gender identity is fashioned, through the use of popular
media texts.
• Show that "while schooling is an important site for
reproduction of gender relations, it is also a site for
intervention and change (Gilbert & Taylor 1991:129). Avenues
and spaces (Gilbert & Taylor 1991) can be created for
intervention and change by employing a gendered approach to
texts in the classroom, engaging learners actively, changing
teaching styles and by using exciting resources and
materials.
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In order to suggest possible classroom pedagogy, a theoretical
framework for classroom pedagogy is identified that draws on a
range of theories (poststructuralism, critical pedagogy,
critical literacy and media theory) and how these theories can
be used and adapted in classroom pedagogy and practice.
The Gender Equity Task Team of South Africa (1997) advocates
more research in the area of gender and education. Therefore
it is hoped that this study will contribute to the literature
on gender and education, as there is very little research done
in this area.
PREVIEW OF CHAPTERS
CHAPTER ONE motivates for a feminist poststructuralist
position in relation to the media.
CHAPTER TWO presents a overview of the different approaches in
English teaching, to motivate for a critical literacy
approach. It includes identifying links between critical
pedagogy, poststructuralism and critical media education.
CHAPTER THREE is concerned with media discourse in relation
to gender and so chooses to focus upon two areas of media
studies, namely representation and narrative.
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CHAPTER FOUR suggests a teaching module which demonstrates how
the theoretical areas can be translated into concrete
classroom practice.
The CONCLUSION collates the strands of the research and
provides some recommendations.
Notes:
(1) The term 'consciousness industry' was coined by the
Frankfurt School. The label of the 'Frankfurt School' is
usually applied to the collective thought of those theorists -
most notably, Theodor Adorno, Herbert Marcuse and Max
Horkheimer - associated with the Institute for Social Research
founded in Frankfurt in 1923. For the Frankfurt School, the
media define the very terms in which we are able to 'think'

















framework for media analysis be established. In this chapter,
I shall develop the feminist position that informs' this work
by reference to a discussion of feminist theories that it
responds to and their implications for media analysis
before addressing media theory in the next chapter.
Feminism is not a singular construct and is articulated within
different theories and perspectives (Tong 1989) . These
feminist theories have variously addressed patriarchy and the
question of women's sUbordination. They are concerned with how
and why subordination is perpetuated and how it might change.
Feminist theories provide guides to understanding gender
inequality and guides to action. Their political motivation is
to tranform patriarchy. V'leedon refers to patriarchy as: "power
relations in which women's interests are subordinated to the
interests of men" (1987:2). These power relations exist in all
spheres of our lives. They are evident in social practices,
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division of labour and most importantly play out in
institutional sites. Institutions, like the family, school and
media, are responsible to a large extent for perpetuating
patriarchal power and patriarchal discourses.
Whilst there are different theories and perspectives on
women's subordination, there are also corresponding debates
among feminists of the representation of gender in the media.
For the purpose of this study, the discussion will confine
itself to three positions; namely the liberal, marxist and
radical poisitions. These positions are considered to provide
an adequate overview of the different perspectives held by
feminists on the portrayal of gender in the media. The ensuing
discussion will encapsulate these different theories that have
contributed to feminist thought and how these versions have
considered the role of the media. Thereafter a
poststructuralist feminist position will be proposed as this
study elects to work from a poststructuralist position and
will explain this decision in relation to other feminist
positions.
Within the liberal feminist position, the most important
factor in achieving women's liberation is sexual equality or
l,
"gender justice' (Tong 1989:28). According to Tong (1989),
these feminists (Betty Friedan et al) advocate that gender
stereotyping has been responsible for instilling oppressive
roles and that women should be freed from such roles which
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have been "used as excuses or justifications for giving women
a lesser place" (Tong 1989:28). Liberal feminists argue that
patriarchal society views women as being ideally suited only
for certain occupations and restricts them from pursuing male
dominated occupations. It is this restriction of occupation
that inhibi ts individual freedom, reinforces stereotypes and
creates unequal opportunities for both sexes.
This posi tion holds that insti tutions, like the media, in a
patriarchal society serve generally to reinforce or offer
oppressive and restrictive roles to women:
media and other cultural forms encourage men and
women to adopt behaviour that reinforces gender
specific roles and to internalize the
appropriateness of this as part of their own
sense of identity (Macdonald 1995:13).
In relation to the media, a research focus would be on
stereotyping and the images
(example Meehan in Kaplan




'negative' and 'positive' stereotypes and they argue for ~
positive stereotypes and that the media must be 'realistic' in
its portrayal of the world (Macdonald 1995). Content analysis~
becomes an important element of research to identify the
stereotypes and limited roles offered to women in the media.




but the result of
focuses on kinds and frequency of female roles, is an example
that reflects the main concerns of liberal feminist analysis
of the media.
Three criticisms can be levelled at this approach. First, it
does not make problematic what constitutes a posi ti ve
stereotype. For example, there is nothing essentially negative
about the portrayal of woman as mother or positive of woman as
construction worker.
Second, although content analysis highlights which images and
roles recur frequently, it neglects to consider the processes
or structures that are responsible for producing such images.
Third, liberal feminists advocate for the 'realistic'
portrayal of women in the media. However,
consider that in the first place no media
The media are not a 'window on the world'
processes of selection and construction where certain
representations are more dominant than others. It overlooks
the fact that a reflection, in any case, would present women
in the subordinate roles of our patriarchal society.
If the main concern of liberal feminists is the restricted and
oppressive roles offered to women, then institutions like the
family should also be an area of scrutiny. Within the
structure of the family, gendered or sex roles are constructed
and developed. However, liberal feminists negelect to offer a
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rigorous critique of the family and the family and its
structure is taken for granted.
The discussion on marxist feminists focuses on two areas,
namely the family and capitalism. In constrast to the liberal
position, marxist feminists hold that the institution of the
family is an economic unit whose structure
capi talism. Al though there are varying
marxists feminists, they reach consensus
serves to uphold
arguments among
that the unit of
family and its structure should be destroyed (Tong 1989: 61).
It is argued that the division of labour in the family within
a capitalist economy results in women being confined to
domestic work which is trivialized. The responsibility of
domestic work restricts women from entering into the public
sphere. Women's economic well being is seen as the key to
women's liberation.
Margaret Benston (in Tong 1989:54), claims that only by being
free from the burden of housework can women attain freedom to
enter the work place. Costa and James (in Tong 1989:179) view
domestic work as productive and initiate the idea of wages for
housework. The socializing of housework and childcare is
advocated so that women can gain entry into the work force.
Whereas liberal feminists view the media as an agent which is
largely responsible for reflecting attitudes and realities and
which has potential importance for the eradication of embedded
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sex roles, the main concern of marxist feminists is the
media's role in upholding and sustaining capitalism through
the portrayal of women in traditional and restricted roles of
wife and mother which in turn reinforces patriarchy. The media
is viewed as a capitalist institution (Kaplan 1987).
Kaplan looks at how, for example, television upholds
capitalism and notes that its:
reliance on constructing numbers of viewers as commodities
involves reproducing female images that accomodate
prevailing (and dominant) conceptions of 'woman',







by consumerism through the
media's powerful representations of men and women.
Lillian Robinson's (1 97 6 in KapIan ) work on television
reflects how the images of women are confined to motherhood or
low status jobs and that the images of women are "one of the
factors that influence the consciousness of women" (Kaplan
1987:224). These images are deemed responsible for developing
what would be termed a 'false consciousness' (Kaplan
1987:224). The media articulates "the male-centred ideology of
capitalism in an unconscious way" (Trowler 1988:102).
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Critiques have been levelled at this approach that argue that
capitalism, the means of production and ownership are
considered to be the underlying factors of women's oppression
and the elimination of capitalism is seen as necessary for
women's liberation. Jaggar's critique of marxist feminism (in
Tong 1989) point out that if "the elimination of capitalism is
truly necessary for women's liberation, why then have the
lives of women in socialist nations not been substantially
transformed?" (Tong 1989:65). For Jaggar, socialism cannot
claim to eliminate gender oppression. The achieving of
economic independence does not necessarily mean that women are
freed from patriarchal domination, especially in the media.
In a shift from the economic determinants, radical feminist
positions propose patriarchy and women's biology as
fundamental forms of oppression (like Shulamith Firestone 1970
in Tong). According to Millet (1970 in Tong) :
patriarchal ideology exaggerates biological
differences between men and women, making certain
that men always have the dominant, or 'masculine'
roles and that women always have the subordinate,
or 'feminine' ones" (1970:96).
Within this position, the prime focus is on issues of
sexuality and motherhood. Radical feminists propose several
ways to free women from the cage of femininity and to escape
from the sexual domination of men (Tong 1989: 95). Men, it is
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argued, control women's bodies through reproduction, sexuality
and motherhood. Therefore, women would be required to
re-conceive and re-imagine their sexuality in new ways and to
regain control of their bodies.
This position suggests that women's sexuali ty is controlled
through institutions in society, that institutions, like the
family, school and media serve men's needs. The media is male
dominated:
men hold dominant positions throughout the media and are
able to use them to reflect the images of women which they
desire (Trowler 1988:101).
The radical position accepts a manipulative model of the media
(Trowler 1988) which argues that a select few own and control
the media and its content, that bias in the media is
deliberate and that the maintaining of the status quo of
society is essential.
Carol Aschur's (1976 in Kaplan) work on television reflects a
radical position. Her analysis of the media concentrates on
how the media depicts women in traditional family life which
is the key to all oppression and domination of women. The
depiction and images of women as housewives, confined to their
home, in for example soap operas, promises that "the life the
women is in can fulfill her needs" (in Kaplan 1987: 227). For
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Aschur, such images of women in the media are debasing and
should be challenged.
This position has been found wanting in certain respects.
By attributing women's biology as one of the most important
factors in women's oppression, radical feminists assume that
women's biology leads to a fixed and definite female
psychology (Tong 1989: 128). In analysing feminist positions,
Jaggar's (in Tong) contention about women's biology is that it
"is not in and of itself a prescription for her gender and
sexuality; at most it is a recommendation" (1989:128). The
implication of Jaggar's statement is that despite women's
biology, her psychology, perceptions of female sexuality and
moreover her subjectivity can undergo change and does not have
to be fixed. This kind of understanding informs a
poststructuralist position
undergoing constant change.
which views the subjectivity
change and
alternate










female psychology. The feminist positions described above
neglect to consider the language, discourse, power and
subjectivity in the media and its influence on media
representations and images. Given




subj ectivi ties. A poststructuralist perspective of the media
is offered.
Baudrillard (cited in Kaplan 1987:247) has suggested that the
television screen symbolizes a new era in which old forms of
production and consumption have given way to what he calls a
new "universe of communication". He sees this universe relying
on connections, feedback and interface and that its processes
are narcissistic and involve constant surface change.
Baudrillard goes on to add that if
the television apparatus manifests a new stage of
consciousness in which liberal/left humanism no longer has a
place, this affects a majority of feminist positions; and
feminism needs to address the changed situation .... Feminists
need to explore television's part in the changed and still
changing relationship of self to image (ibid:247).
Even though Baudrillard concentrates on one form or example of
media, his assertion holds true for most or other forms of
media today.
It seems that due to the changing nature of the media, the
discussions presented above on the three perspectives of
feminism in relation to the media, do not adequately address
the "new era", "a new universe of communication" I and a "new
stage of consciousness" (Baudrillard in Kaplan 1987: 247). In
light of the above, this study moves beyond the three feminist
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posi tions discussed, and considers feminist poststructuralism
as a feminist position that attempts to account for and
explores the ever changing self.
Furthermore, even though the above theories provide
perspectives of why and how women are depicted in the media
and oppressed, they do not sufficiently deal with effective
methods to combat this negative portrayal. The three feminist
theories, do not offer an adequate understanding of why some
women willingly take on subservient roles offered to them or
an understanding of subjectivity, power and social
insti tutions. Another shortfall of these theories, is their
inability to consider how gendered subjectivities are
constructed. This study turns to poststructuralism as it
considers the relationship between language, subjectivity,
discourse and power and its role in shaping and developing
gendered identities.
Weedon (1987:2) explains that:
in patriarchal discourse the nature and social role of women
are defined in relation to a norm which is male (1987:2).
Thus, the abovementioned feminist theories, neglect to
consider or analyse how power is located in discourses and
that there are strategies of power and control or resistance
to power and control which are present in institutions and
their practices. However, it is in the feminist
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poststructuralist perspective that power and discourses become
a focus, and resistance to patriarchal relations within
insti tutions and their practices as well as strategies are
considered. This feminist perspective provides possibilities
of resistance and counter positions to patriarchal relations
and understandings of gender.
Against the backdrop of these feminist theories I engage in
more detailed discussion of the following approach on account
of its complexity and because it constitutes the theoretical
premise of this work. This theoretical approach to gender has
been identified as poststructuralism.
Weedon sums up feminist poststructuralism as:
a mode of knowledge production which uses
poststructuralist theories of language, subjectivity,
social processes and institutions to understand
existing power relations and to identify areas and
strategies for change (1987:41).
Within the feminist poststructuralist position, language
enables individuals to give meaning to the world, experience
is given meaning in language through varying discursive
systems and language exists in conflicting discourses. The
individual is "the site of confl ict ing forms of subj ectivi ty"
(Weedon 1989: 33) which has the potential to show change and
resistance through language. Kaplan sees feminist
poststructuralism as being:
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the idea that we need to analyze the language order
through which we learn to be what our culture calls
'women', as distinct from a group called 'men',
as we attempt to bring about change beneficial to
women (1987:216).
This position is considered central to this study as
poststructuralist theories of language, subj ectivi ty, social
processes and institutions offer a useful part to analyse
gender constructions and understandings in the media. In this
light, the study utilizes feminist poststructuralism to
identify areas and strategies for change in classroom
practice. By describing and discussing poststructuralism, and
its particular areas of concern, namely, language,
subjectivity, discourse and power, I shall signal how it
responds to what the above feminist theories lack to consider.
Given that language, subjectivity, discourse and power are
inter-related and depend on one another to create meaning,
they cannot be considered in isolation.
Language
Poststructuralism draws upon Ferdinand de Saussure's
understanding of language. He observed that "if words stood
for pre-existing concepts, they would all have exact
equivalents in meaning from one language to the next; but this
is not true" (1974:116). Saussure viewed language as an
19
abstract system of a chain of signs. Each sign comprises of a
signifier (sound and image) and a signified (meaning). There
is an arbi trary relation between the signifier and signified
and each sign derives meaning from its difference to all other
signs. Meaning of words become possible only when placed
against other signs. Although poststructuralism radically
adapts Saussure's theory, it takes from Saussure that language
does not have inherent meaning but signs acquire meaning
through their difference and relationship with other signs,
and then language proposes a potential site for struggle.
People advocating a poststructuralist position have drawn
radically different insights from the work of Jacques Derrida.
Derrida (1973) moved beyond Saussure's notion that signs have
stable meanings in relation to other signs and introduced the
concept of \ differance t. He claimed that both the signifier
and signified are unfixed and prone to a process of deferral
(that is, the signifier and signified have identity only in
difference from one another). Signifiers are located in a
discursive context which determine meaning and seeing that
signifiers are under constant deferral, meaning is only
temporarily fixed. Therefore, meanings become plural and
flexible. This does not mean that meanings disappear
altogether but that any interpretation is temporary and
specific to the discourse within which it is produced. Derrida
asserted that there is 'nothing outside the text' and that the
text in fact writes us (cited in Weedon 1987:25). This is
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indeed a profound challenge to the widely held liberal notion
of the individual because language is proposed to construct us
as subjects within an interplay of meanings. The focus of this
approach suggests language not as a tool to describe a real
world but rather an arbitrary system which const i tutes the
subj ect. The construction of the subj ect within an interplay
of meanings in language also offers a multiplicity of subject
positions. In this way, various subject positions are offered
to (among others) women. These subj ect positions can be both
hegemonic (1) and counter hegemonic depending on the context,
the interplay of meanings and the discourses operating within
that discursive feild.
From a poststructural ist perspective, language (2) constructs
our sense of self and our identity. It is through the
understanding and use of language that we are able to make
sense of the world, that is, who we are and the roles we play
in our society. In this way, we make sense of gender roles,
acquire understanding of concepts like 'masculinity',
'femininity' and relationships by engaging in language. One's
sense of self or subjectivity is socially produced and derived
through the interaction with language. It is through words and
signs or discourses available to us that we make sense of the
world.
Language cannot be separated from lived experiences and from
how people create a voice. Morgan et al (1996) states that:
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language reflects the way the world already is. By
the same token, the world is to an important extent
the way it is because of the way our language is.
Each shapes and constrains the other (1996:9).
Our lives and experiences derive meaning through language.
Language and the ways in which we experience the world are
connected with questions of power. Bakhtin reiterates the idea
language is connected with power by stating that:
language is not a neutral medium that passes freely
and easily into the private property of the speaker's
intentions; it is populated-overpopulated with the
intentions of others (1997:121).
Those who are powerful are able to dominate bodies or forms of
knowledge. Power is also transmitted through language and its
usage.
Weedon considers 'language' as:
the place where actual and possible forms of social
organisation and their likely social and political
consequences are defined and contested. Yet it is
also the place where our sense of ourselves, our
subjectivity is constructed (1987:21).
The above quotation reinforces the idea that it is through
language that meanings, forms of contestation and subjectivity
22
are derived but language can never be fixed or monolithic. The
changing or unfixed nature of language allows for the
possibility of our subjectivity undergoing change.
Subjectivity
Subjectivity is used to refer to the conscious
and unconscious thoughts and emotions of the
individual, her sense of herself and her ways
of understanding her relation to the
world (Weedon 1987:32).
Language enables us to give meaning to our experiences and
provides us with ways of thinking. These ways of thinking make
up our consciousness and constitute our sense of self. One's
sense of self is influenced by many social factors and
institutions which includes the school and media. A sense of
identity which is socially constructed is referred to as
subjectivity, as opposed to the concept of individuality,
which is produced through biology. Whilst the other feminist
positions neglect to consider the effect language and
discourse has on subjectivity, the poststructuralist position,
views language and discourse as the ways in which our
subjectivity works upon us.
According to Weedon
but is constantly
(1987), one's subjectivity is never fixed
under going change with the different
23
discourses operating within language. It is through language
and its discursive practices that subjectivity is articulated
and constructed. Patriarchy proposes a hegemonic discourse
around gender, femininity and masculinity.
In poststructuralist terms, meaning and significance are
socially, culturally and historically manufactured (Weedon
1987). This implies that the concept of 'gender' is also a
construction and is not intrinsic, fixed or a biological
given. By extension, subjectivity, is also not absolute: the
way we see ourselves and our knowledge of the world is ordered
and constructed by our lived practices and representations.
Texts propose positions for readers and audiences so that they
come to understand its meaning in particular ways. The manner
in which texts are structured frequently code and articulate
gendered behaviour. In other words, particular meanings,
values and behaviour are proposed or privileged by
representations with which we are confronted and in this way
we are positioned.
The implication of the aforementioned is that gender and
subjectivity have political, economic, social and particularly
ideological underpinnings. It follows then that the 'reality (
represented in the media is not neutral, natural or
transparent: it is operational within an ideological context
and a discursive field. The media are important and powerful
agents in constructing and developing our gendered identities
24
and subjectivities through the powerful discourses offered in
representations, narratives and images.
Discourse and Power
As I have mentioned, these subjectivities are constructed
within discourses. Discourse is a complex concept and is
associated mostly with the writings of Foucault( ego Foucault
1970). Discourses provide us with ways of living out meanings.
They give order to our world and help us make sense of the
world. Discourse incorporates notions of ideology and it is
wi thin discourses that individuals make sense of their world
and lived experiences.
Any discourse is potentially powerful and it is at work in a
specific time and place. Kress defines discourse as being a:
set of possible statements about a given area and
organises and gives substance to the manner in which
a particular topic, object, process is to be talked
about, in that it provides descriptions, rules,
permissions and prohibitions of social and individual
actions (in Kenworthy 1996:1).
Discourse organises and gives structure to social practices
and to any process of representation whether in written form
or not (Weedon 1987:111). Language is a means of articulating
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and promoting discourses. Powerful discourses therefore are
likely to influence individual subjects, through language and
the discourses operating within language.
Power is exercised within discourses through the construction,
and governing of subj ectivi ties. Insti tutional bases in our
society are also controlled by as well as articulate
discourses (Weedon 1987). These discourses tend to be powerful
and dominant. Such discourses are often patriarchal.
The media constitutes one of the powerful discursive sites of












in that they privilege





society are able to disseminate particular forms of knowledge
and, invariably, by extension powerful discourses of knowledge
and ideology.
Yet, within any discursive field, there are several possible
discourses. Discourses are seen as structuring principles in
society which are located in a discursive fields (Foucault in
Weedon 1987:35). A discursive field offers the subject a range
of subjectivities and subject positions. Consider the
discourses in feminisms: even though radical, marxist and
26
liberal feminism contribute to feminist thought, their focus
is different and they propose different subjects.
While there are competing discourses in any discursive field,
they do not wield the same amount of power, and are constantly
competing for power (Weedon 1987: 41) . In our society,
patriarchal discourse is powerful and informs the hegemonic
discourse. Hegemonic discourses are those that support,
maintain and reproduce the status quo. Hegemonic discourses
set up images of femininity and masculinity as binary
oppositions, which see men as rational, strong, brave and so
on and women as emotional, weak, irrational. Thus in the area
of gender, discourses instill a binary divide (Kenworthy
1998). This binary opposition is evident in the media where,
for example, men are shown in the public or work arena and
women in the domestic or private arena.
A discourse that opposes the hegemonic, is a counter discourse
and can often run parallel with the dominant discourse.
Feminist works and writings are seen as counter discourses by
those who advocate and uphold patriarchy.
RATIONALE FOR USING POSTSTRUCTURALISM IN THIS STUDY










focusing on plurality of meanings and changing subjectivities
which operate within powerful discourses. Thus, in contrast to
structuralism, the poststructuralist perspective informs this
study for the following reasons:
1. Within the poststructuralist position, the sign is not
fixed and can undergo change according to different contexts.
For the poststructuralist, it is through the unfixed nature of
the sign, that meaning is open to plural interpretations and
that meaning can change. According to Weedon (1987:12), it is
in the poststructuralist perspective that "signifying
practices consist of signs, which are ways of communicating
meaning and are open to plural interpretations." Consequently,
this study draws on and offers a poststructuralist position
because it wishes to illustrate that it is through sign
systems offered by the media that we interpret gender roles,
behaviour and differences, which can be open to plural
interpretations. Subjectivity is constructed and constantly
being challenged by sign systems and discourses operating
within certain images portrayed by the media. A feminist
post structuralist position is proposed in this study as it
will by means of media texts and its critical readings, show
how ways of communicating meaning is crucial and that meanings
and understandings of gender can be opened to plural
interpretations. The reason for locating feminist
poststructuralism at the centre of this study is because the
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examination and analysis of media texts invite a range of
meanings and readings.
2. Secondly, poststructuralism is at the centre of this study
because it does not only expose processes that sustain and
uphold patriarchal ideology but also reveals ways to contest
them. Weedon asserts that "a theory is useful if it is able to
address the questions of how social power is exercised and how
social relations of gender, class and race might be
transformed" (Weedon 1987: 20). In viewing language as a site
of struggle and as a crucial factor in the construction of
subj ectivi ty which is constantly changing, poststructuralism
offers ways in which social relations of gender can be
transformed. It is in the post structuralist perspective that
language constructs our gender identities and that some
attempt should be made to bring about change beneficial to
women, that this study makes use of poststructuralism. Through
the analysis of media texts and its inviting of a range of
meanings and readings, patriarchal assumptions and ideology
can be contested, challenged and reconstructed.
3. The third reason for using poststructuralism is that it is
in the realm 'of poststructuralist thinking that language is
seen as a structuring principle that articulates and
constructs gendered subj ectivi ty. It is through language that
we derive an understanding of not only the world and our
experiences but also our gendered identities and
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subjectivities. In poststructuralist terms, the world becomes
signified through elaborate codes and symbols which acquire
meaning within their relation and shared context. These codes
and symbols can offer a range of meanings and subject
positions, therefore, even subjectivity is constantly shifting
and mediated by ideological, discursive and unconscious
processes (Weedon 1987).
This subj ectivi ty undergoes constant change according to the
social context. Language offers the individual a range of
subject positions. This study draws on the poststructuralist
understanding that there is a range of subject positions which
is under constant construction and contestation.
A poststructuralist position has emerged in response to what
structuralists positions did not offer (eg. changing and fluid
subjectivities) and this becomes more urgent with the type of
media saturation and developments which offer the subject a
greater choice.
CONCLUSION
The above discussion has identified some of the limitations of
feminist positions in relation to the media and advocates a
poststructuralist approach that incorporates a notion of




offers us an understanding of discourse and
In order to implement the poststructuralist understanding of
language, subjectivity, discourse and power in the classroom,
appropriate pedagogy is needed, therefore, the next chapter
constructs an overview of the different versions of English
teaching and learning and its implication for pedagogy.
At the centre of this discussion will be that of critical
literacy, as it is a version of English teaching that this
study draws on and uses in the analysis of classroom practice
and recommendations. Links between critical pedagogy,
poststructuralism and critical media education will be drawn
on in the discussion of critical literacy.
Notes:
(1) The term hegemony was coined by Antonio Gramsci (1971).
"Hegemony is leadership as much as domination across the
economic, political, cultural and ideological domains of a
society ... Hegemony is the power over society as a whole"
(Fairclough 1992:92)
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(2) Language consists of chains of signs. Each sign derives
its meaning from its difference from all other signs in the





TEACHING AND THEIR RELATION TO LEARNING
ABOUT MEDIA TEXTS.
As this study is concerned with strategies that might best
develop gender sensitive approaches in an English classroom, I
am concerned with the two central areas of gender and
pedagogy.
Giroux (1992), whose work has focused upon resistant or
critical
pedagogy:
education, provides the following account of
Pedagogy is, in part, a technology of power, language
and practice that produces and legitimates forms
of moral and political regulation, that construct
and offer human beings particular views of themselves
and the world ... To invoke the importance of pedagogy
is to raise questions not simply about how students learn
but also how educators construct ideological and
political positions from which they speak (1992:81).
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Pedagogy is implicated in constructing and offering an
understanding of the world, the formation of subject
positions, ideology and learning processes. One element of
shaping the subject must therefore incorporate gendered
subj ect positions. Given that pedagogy propose and privilege
particular subject positions, the nature and type of pedagogy
must be recognized as an important area within education.
Within English teaching, (or any other field), different
paradigms and orientations exist. These in turn engage
different pedagogies which have implications for gender. The
following discussion will attempt to construct an overview of
the different versions of English teaching in relation to
their assumptions and the nature of their practice. Included
in the discussion on each version of English teaching, will be
the implication for pedagogy, implicit theories, and their
relation to media texts.
I shall discuss the
that theorists have
different versions of English teaching
identified. The different versions of
English teaching that will be discussed are: skills based
learning, cultural heritage, personal growth and critical
literacy. Although different pedagogies have implications for
gender, it is only the critical literacy approach that
explicitly accounts for gender whilst the other approaches
neglect to consider the interaction of pedagogy and gender.
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Skills Based Learning
Skills based learning was the prevalent version of English
teaching as early as the 19th century, with the introduction
of mass elementary schooling. The central focus within this
version of English teaching was on grammar and language
skills:
The skills model ... regards the procedural,
mechanical skills of decoding and scribing written
language ... as both necessary and sufficient for
the full control of literacy (Christie 1991:30).
These skills were seen to be adequate for basic literacy which
entailed reading and writing. As this version of English
teaching includes decoding and scribing, it is also known as
approach falls into a
teaching and learning (Stables 1992).





prescriptive model, "the accent is very much on the cogni tive
- on grammar as a thing to be learnt" (Stables 1992: 8). Thus
areas of study include parts of speech, sentence parsing and
analysis, spelling and handwriting. A strong factual content
base dominates the teaching and learning of reading and
writing within this version of English teaching.
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Based upon particular assumptions in relation to learning, the
learner is understood to be a passive ""recipient of knowledge
and in relation to language, rules and skills, are learnt via
a transmission mode. The tasks are "closed tasks with right
answers which can be arrived at by learning the rules"
(Stables 1992:9). Thus emphasis is placed on technical
procedures of reading and writing which does not propose for
creative or critical thinking.
Within this version of English teaching, media texts are






texts would be confined to
The use and
skills to establish whether there is understanding of
information. No critical analysis or concern for meaning in
language would offered.
Cultural Heritage
This version of English became significant in the twentieth
century with the spread of mass secondary education in England
and Britain. Literature gained prominence and dominated this
version of English teaching for several reasons: Arnold, poet
and inspector of schools in England in the nineteenth century,
viewed the teaching of English" li terature as an appropriate
way of civilising people (Christie 1991). Literature was
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envisaged to have a role in preventing social disruption,
domesticating the working class and preventing the breakdown
of law and order (Ball 1990). English literature was seen to
be responsible for unifying the nation and "which would
provide an effective vehicle to replace traditional roles and
moral training" (Ball 1990:49). Literature was significant in
civilising people and as being the cornerstone of culture.
F.R Leavis (working in Cambridge in the 1920's and 1930's)
developed Arnold's ideas and extended the traditions of
English literature teaching to tertiary and secondary level
English in the twentieth century. The development of English
literature in schools and universities developed opportunities
for students to read literature to admire great works of
literature but did not provide opportunities for students "to
analyse literary texts, or to attempt to write these
themselves" (Christie 1991:18).
The implication for pedagogy within a cultural heritage view
emphasizes the need for schools to encourage pupils to
appreciate works of literature. These works are considered to
be the finest and worthy of study.
draws attention to the importance of
This version of English
'good' literature and is
reading we converse with thebest sumed up by the slogan "in
wise" (Christie 1991:2). The children's lived cultural
experiences is not valued and given any worth, however, the
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cultural experiences of writers and that of literature texts
were valued and highly regarded.
In relation to media texts, this version of English teaching
view media texts as "debilitating and degrading" (Leavis in
Stables 1992:17). Given that the advocates of this version of
English teaching (Leavis, Richards and Arnold) , view
li terature as being academically rigorous and promoting high
culture, media texts would not be worthy of study and would
\
not be considered literary texts. Media texts would be viewed
as low culture and would be discriminated against (Masterman
1985). Any classroom engagement would aim at protecting the
learners from their perceived ill effects.
However, Stables argues that:
Within, English, media texts should be given the
same kind of treatment as literary texts, on the
assumption that the 'reading' of them can have
positive consequences for our development, both
as individuals and as thinking members of
society (1992:34/35).
Personal Growth
The emergence of this approach is associated with an English
conference on teaching held at Dartmouth College UK in 1966.
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The focus was with individual growth through the exploration
and investigation of language, reading and writing. John Dixon
(1967), believed that language and personal growth are
indivisible and that language competence develops through the
use of language. For Dixon, the growth model "whi le
acknowledging the values of literature teaching, stressed the
significance of children's own experience, and it placed a
strong emphasis on writing about personal and imaginative
wri ting" (Christie 1991: 203). The personal growth model gives
value to the individual response and feeling.
In its report in 1989, the Cox Committee, defines the personal
growth view as one that focuses on the child. It emphasizes
the relationship between language and learning in the
individual child and the role of literature in developing
children's imaginative and aesthetic lives. The personal
growth or expressivist position is child centred in that the
pupil is active and is involved in creating material which
forms part of the content of the learning area.
The emphasis in this perspective of English teaching is on
language for personal growth by means of the individual seen
as "growing" while developing personal meanings and on
individuals constructing their own meanings. The aim was for
pupils to grow as individuals through exploring language and
li terature and the content of English was to develop this
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growth. For Christie (cited in Green 1997), the growth model
that emerged actually promised more than it could ever really
deliver, in terms of an improved pedagogy for the teaching of
English. She sees two reasons for this:
First the growth model had an essentially
romantic notion of the individual, conceived
in some idealized sense as "growing" while
developing personally important meanings and
it failed to acknowledge the social nature of
human existence ..... the model focused primarily
on persons constructing their "own" meanings
in an idealized way, its effect was to deflect
attention from the nature of language
itself (Christie cited in Green 1997:12).
Whilst some critics see this model as placing the learner at
the centre of the curriculum where learning is transforming
information into personalized understandings, others see this
model limiting meaning to be restricted by one's background
and socio historical context (Christie 1991). Greater exposure
to the world and experiences will enable more complex
understandings, however, if a learner has not had the broad
opportuni ties of other privileged learners then growth and
understandings might be more limited.
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The pedagogy implied by
individual learning and
this model appears to focus on
discovery rather than on teacher
instructed activities. This model is criticised for moving
away from explicit teaching by the teacher and merely required
the teacher to act as a facilitator. Edwards and Mercer in
Christie) critique this model because "it offered students far
too little direction in their learning, and was confused about
what teaching and learning actually involved" (1987:19).
Literary texts are privileged within this version of English
teaching. These texts are considered worthy of study as
opposed to media texts. In relation to media texts, no
framework of critical analysis was offered.
Critical approach
The versions of English discussed above are informed by
humanist ideas and consequently are concerned with the
individual and not social power. It is not their concern do
draw attention to the role of the written and spoken language
in organising, maintaining, resisting and challenging social
power. In contrast, critical li teracy, through its focus on
various textual and discursive practices, attempts to offer
understandings and resistance to social power.
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Drawing from poststructuralist research, Gilbert (1989) argues
a model of English teaching, that is, "one which recognises
or discursive practices"
that experience, knowledge,
constructed in various textual
information and values are
(in
so that, a social critical literacy can be
individuals are able to critique and
model of English teaching eminates out of







Critical literacy is concerned with enabling
us to take particular texts and explore the
ways in which these texts are implicated in
making the world the way it is; and in 'coercing'
us to see the world in certain ways rather than
others (cited in Prinsloo 1997:11).
Critical literacy involves the production, reproduction and
critical interpretation of texts. Discourses operating in
texts 'coerce' us or propose that we read texts in specific
ways. One of Paulo Freire' s concerns with reading was that,
one should "read the world and not simply the word" (1987).
The act of reading involves literacy but in order to read the
world, critical literacy is required. Reading the world
entails understanding the discourses that operate within the
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world we live in. The world is composed of competing
discourses (some hegemonic), that inform our perceptions,
subjectivities and gendered identities. This understanding of
discourse eminates from the poststructuralist position
informed primarily by Foucault's work, which is dealt with in
poststructuralism in chapter one.
In order to apply the ideas and principles expoused by
critical literacy, critical pedagogy is needed. Critical
li teracy invokes critical pedagogy. The following discussion
will briefly consider critical pedagogy and interwoven with
this exposition will be links and similarities between
critical pedagogy and poststructuralism.
Giroux argues that:
school and curriculum practices not only serve
the interests of dominant groups, but contain
within them, because of human agency, possibilities
of emancipation(in Gibson 1986:60).
The central aim of Giroux's critical theory is to construct a
critical pedagogy. Critical pedagogy advocates an
understanding of schooling that instills empowerment and self
transformation in pupils' thinking and lives. The pedagogic
process implicated in this
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version is not where learners are passive recipients and
meanings are fixed and non-negotiable·~ It is a process of
active participation where meanings are open to plural
interpretations. Giroux (1992) in discussing the principles of
cri tical pedagogy suggests that curriculum knowledge should
not be considered sacred but that a variety of readings and
interpretations should be allowed. The invitation of a range
of meanings within critical pedagogy can be linked to one of
the grounding principles of poststructuralism:
Signifying practices consist of signs, which are
ways of communicating meaning and are open to
plural interpretations (Weedon 1987:12).
Giroux (1984) sees critical pedagogy as "providing conditions
for changing subjectivity" and that an "essential aspect of
critical pedagogy centres around the need for students to
interrogate critically" (1984: 319) . Critical pedagogy makes
attempts to understand how forms of subjectivity are regulated
and transformed through language, discourse and power. This
poststructuralist understanding of subjectivity proposes: "the
individual is always a site of conflicting forms of
subjectivity" (Weedon 1987: 33), subjectivity is contradictory,
unstable and subjectivity is influenced by discourse and
power:
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different discourses provide a range of modes of
subjectivity and the ways in which particular
discourses constitutue subjectivity have implications
for the process of reproducing or contesting power
relations (Weedon 1987:92).
Power functions through discourse most effectively when it
appears to be absent, similarly, pedagogy can act to control
individuals without them even being aware of it. The
importance of understanding the relationship between power and
discourse for cri tical pedagogy is that it provides a basis
for clearer understanding of how different discourses are
inscribed in forms of educational discourse through which
school and classroom practices are constituted. Within
schools, discourses produce, perpetuate and legitimate
ideology, values, morals, subjectivity and appropriate social
behaviour. Although poststructuralism contends that the most
powerful discourses in our society have firm institutional
bases (example schools), these "dominant discourses governing
the organization and practices of social institutions are
under constant challenge" (Weedon 1987:109).
A central concern highlighted in the principles of critical
pedagogy (Giroux 1992: 74) is that educators must attempt to
understand how different discourses offer students diverse
ethics for structuring their relationships in wider society
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Schools are often seen as sites of cultural reproduction,
reproduction of gender relations as well as reproduction of
gender inequalities (Bourdieu 1977, Bowles and Gintis 1976).
Often classroom practices are responsible for such a
reproduction, therefore it is hoped by adopting feminist
pedagogical practices and the integration of feminist
poststructuralism and critical pedagogy that schools and
classrooms become a starting place for effecting change.
Given that critical literacy and critical pedagogy advocate
for the critical interpretation of texts, active learning
processes, plural interpretations of texts, and democratic
learning processes, the use of media texts is appropriate tool
within English teaching, to practically implement learning
strategies expoused by critical pedagogy and critical
literacy. The three other models (viz. skills based, cultural
heri tage and growth model) are discriminatory towards media
texts. Yet apart from media texts being able to demonstrate
how critical pedagogy can be effectively used in classrooms,
it also aims to display how the implementation of the
principles of critical pedagogy can aid in negotiating
meanings in relation to gender.
The proceeding discussion will provide a motivation for the
inclusion of media texts in English teaching and how it can be
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used to implement the theoretical component of this study and
its impact on gender constructions and - understandings in the
classroom.
WHY THE USE OF MEDIA TEXTS IN ENGLISH TEACHING ?
The media are important shapers of our perceptions, thinking
and ideas. Masterman (1985) argues that the media not only
provides information about the world but ways of seeing and
understanding it. This understanding of the media has
implications for the construction of gendered identities and
the ways in which these identities are portrayed and
perpetuated by media texts. The use of media then becomes an
important vehicle in the classroom for the analysis of (among
other factors), gendered identities and constructions.
Our daily lives are saturated by the media and its images. We
are in constant contact with media texts, and to a large
extent, rely on the media to create meanings and
understandings. Therefore, Masterman (1985) advocates that the
media should be an element which will inform the teaching of
all subjects because our lives are dominated by different
types of media whether we are aware of it or not and the use
of media can provide "a long - awaited injection of critical
and radical thinking". (t1asterman 1985:256)
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Given that this study draws from the theoretical underpinnings
of poststructuralism and critical literacy, it is also located
within the field of Media education.
[Media education] is ... .. concerned with how messages
are put together, by whom and in whose interests .. . It
is also concerned with how to construct media messages
which are similar to those now available, and how to
construct messages which are different ....Media
education is an endless enquiry into the way we make
sense of the world and the way others make sense of
the world for us (Ferguson in Prinsloo & Criticos
1991:19) .
Media education can be seen as a form of critical literacy
because it encourages critical thinking, creativity, active
learning and equips learners with a range of strategies for
analysing texts so that they begin to understand that texts
and their information is produced by selection and mediation.
Media education within a critical framework aims to
'denaturalise# the media by challenging the naturalness of
media messages and reveal them as constructs (Masterman
1994:54). Therefore, whatever forms of knowledge is presented
through the media, is not the truth or reality but versions of
it.
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Critical theorists, like McLaren, argue that critical pedagogy
too asks how and why knowledge gets constructed the way it
does, and how some constructions of reality are legitimated
and reinforced:
Certain types of knowledge legitimate certain gender,
class and racial interests. Whose interests does this
knowledge serve? Who gets excluded as a result? Who is
marginalised? (McLaren 1989:169)
Media education, like critical literacy and critical pedagogy
attempts to highlight that information within texts,
specifically, media texts are constructs. It does so by
focusing on production and representation. In analysing
information inscribed within media texts as exploitative,
manipulative or oppressive and knowledge as constructed, Media
education would then also lead us to ask questions about how
gender is constructed and articulated within media texts.
Critical media education is a form of critical literacy
because it equips learners with a variety of possibilities and
tools for analysing texts and to create their own meaning and
judgement. Critical media education offers a more complete and
integrated approach to textual investigation. It looks to
critical pedagogy so that new and creative direction can be
given to educators. Various readings of a text and the
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consideration of learners' perceptions and subjectivities
became important in this strand of media education. This form
of media education considers representations, discourse and
narratives.
One of the main reasons for locating the study within critical
media education stems from the fact that:
it argues that teaching should be concerned with
the negotiating of meaning and proposes narrative
as the focus as it is the common textual experience
of all learners (Prinsloo 1995:264).
The use of narratives is considered in this strand because its
study will be significant in developing pupils understanding
of gender constructions, structures, language, media agencies
and power relationships:
When we see how stories are told and what stories
are recurrently told or ignored, we understand more
of the relationship between media stories and our
social experience (Tilley 1991:78).
The principles of critical media education shares similarities
with the principles of critical pedagogy and
poststructuralism. Critical media education considers plural
and multiple interpretations,· power relations,
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language,
discourse, critical interogation and the unfixed nature of
subjectivity.
Critical literacy offers a rejection to traditional ways in
which texts have been read with attention given only to the
text and not to issues that lie beyond the text, for instance
language, discourse and power. However by media education
situating itself as an aspect and form of critical literacy,
the six key areas of knowledge and understanding which inform
media education bears relevance to critical literacy. Through
the use of critical literacy, the \signpost' questions (dealt
with in greater detail in the following chapter) can be
addressed in texts.
Media education advocates for a pedagogy that encourages
dialogue, group work and where students are guided to question
and make judgements. Students are encouraged to share what
they think and question why they think as they do.
Collaborative investigation and dialogue are some of the
methodologies used when investigating and analysing the media.
The use of these principles and its pedagogy will be
beneficial in English teaching as it will enable pupils to
articulate their meanings of texts, to become critical
thinkers and to question their perceptions of gender, why they
think how they do and question· their thinking about gender.
Another reason for employing media education in English is
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because it brings into the classroom many new innovative,
creative and exciting material.
CONCLUSION
Although many educators of English contend that the inclusion
of media will undermine the subject and that of Literature
(like the exponents of cultural heritage), it must be added
that the inclusion of media texts will be a step in the right
direction for change in English. Such change provides possibi-
lities for a new kind of literacy (Hobbs 1997) which enables
teachers to use a variety of methods and approaches and helps
students to extend their analysis, evaluation and communica-





The preceding chapters have looked at the theoretical areas
which inform this study. In light of the fact that theory
informs and drives practice, the following chapter attempts to
utilise the former theoretical framework to outline ways to
translate it into concrete classroom practice by suggesting a
module (chapter four). The previous chapter has indicated the
centrality of media texts for critical literacy. Before
designing a teaching module, this chapter will elaborate on
particular elements of media theory that are considered
relevant for this purpose.
This chapter focuses on elements of media theory, more
specifically, on narrative theory. Although, the teaching
module will draw centrally on narrative theory, other areas of
knowledge and understanding that inform media education will
necessarily be incorporated in the module. Also, this work is
informed by the insight that these areas overlap and cannot be
taught in isolation from one another. These areas are
summarised by the following signpost questions:
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Who produces a -text; roles in production process;
media institutions; economics and ideology;
intentions and results.
Different media (television, radio, cinema, etc.); forms
(documentary, advertising, etc.); genres (science fiction,
soap opera, etc.); other ways of categorising texts; how
categorisation relates to understanding.
What kinds of technologies are available to whom,
how to use them; the differences they make to the
production processes as well as the final product.
How the media produce meanings; codes and
conventions; narrative and structures.
How audiences are identified, constructed,
addressed and reached; how audiences find,
choose, consume and respond to texts.
The relation between media texts and actual
places, people, events, ideas; stereotyping and
its consequences.
SIX KEY AREAS OF KNOJ¥LEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
PROPOSED BY THE BFL




The term media agencies refers to media institutions that are
responsible for production, publishing and broadcasting. The
importance of learning about media agencies relates to the
critical understanding that media texts are produced by
people : individuals or groups (Bazalgette 1992: 205) and that
this production involves the selection and construction of
meanings. These meanings are produced in ways which enable
them to reflect particular discourses.
MEDIA CATEGORIES
Media texts can be categorised in different ways. There are
different kinds of media such as: radio, television, film and
magazines and different media forms such as: documentary,
drama series and news and different genres classify media
texts into groups or categories (Bazalgette 1992). The benefit
of learning about media categories will enable learners to
distinguish between different media, their forms and genres.
MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES
"Media technologies can play a major role in determining not
only the meaning of a text, but to whom it can be made
avai lable 11 (Bazalget te 1992: 210). Technology affects meaning,
therefore any technological choice, constraint or opportunity
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in the production of a text involves a decision about the
meaning and not only the appearance of a text (Bazalgette
1992:210) .
MEDIA AUDIENCES
This aspect of Media Education relates to the development of
understanding how different audiences understand a text
differently and how different factors





Masterman states that no media reflect reality but in fact
represent reality:
The media are symbolic (or sign) systems
which need to be actively read, and not
unproblematic, self-explanatory reflections
of external reality (Masterman 1992:20).
The media is actively involved in the processes of
constructing or representing 'reality' rather than simply
transmitting or reflecting it. Representation embodies the
idea that the media construct meanings about the world - they
represent and encode it, and in so doing, help audiences to
read or view in a specific way.
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The assumption, according to Alvarado and Barrett, is that the
areas of experience covered by the media are experiences which
are reconstructed, represented (re-presented. packaged and
shaped into identifiable and characteristic forms by media
institutions, media technologies and the practices of media
professionals (1992:292). The media comes to be seen as
powerful means of producing representations which influence
how the world around us is described or represented.
Representations refer to the way images and
language actively construct meanings according
to sets of conventions shared by and familiar
to makers and audiences (Swanson 1991:123).
Swanson further asserts that the media uses conventions which
forms part of our cultural knowledge to construct meanings and
understandings: we know 'what to do' with the media products
we come across even if we don't do it. The conventions used
are as familiar to the participants of a particular culture as
the meanings they make. Conventions, therefore, refer to the
unwritten, taken-for-granted expectations that derive from
shared experience of members of a particular culture. This
forms the context of meanings within which representations are
produced and circulated. Not all meanings are given the same
degree of importance: some meanings become dominant whilst
others are marginalised. In this way, representations help to
highlight what and whose meanings are dominant and why?
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Representations offer us subject positions. Through these
subject positions we recognize images as similar or different
from ourselves and those around us. In relation to gender,
representations provide us with appropriate behaviour, roles
and dressing in terms of our gender.
MEDIA LANGUAGES
Language, codes and conventions assist us in 'reading' and
understanding media texts. Learners knowledge of media
language should be developed so that it can incorporate
complex ideas about how meanings are produced in texts
(Bazalget te 1992). The suggested teaching module focuses on
one area of media language, that is, narratives.
NARRATIVES
The discussion on narratives is presented in order to indicate
the importance of narratives in language education. Certain
narrative theorists and their contribution to narrative theory
will be outlined which will inform the suggested module.
lHE IMPORTANCE OF NARRATIVES
This discussion deviates to first discuss subjectivity because
of the role narratives is understood to play in shaping our
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consciousness (Turner 1988). It is argued that narratives
shape and construct subj ectivi ty and this in turn implicates
gendered identities. Secondly, because narratives are framed
wi thin discourses which influence or privilege certain
meanings, discourse and power become a further focus. The
discourses inherent within narratives make them powerful. This
discussion clearly is informed by poststructuralist theory as
discussed in earlier chapters.
It proposed that we come to understand the world and acquire
knowledge of the world through narratives (Tilley 1991, Graham
1988) . Narratives help us construct an understanding of the
world and enables us to share our understandings and
experiences of the world (Turner 1988). It is through
narratives and the choices implied in their constructions that
history, society and culutural discourses are articulated to
shape meanings.
In post-structuralist terms, meanings and significance are
socially, culturally and historically manufactured (Weedon
1987). By extension, gender does not refer to an essentialist
notion but implies a social construction, not instrinsic,
fixed or a biological given (Weedon 1987). Accordingly,
subj ectivi ty, also is not an absolute: the way people
(subj ects) understand themselves and their knowledge of the




positions for a subject in order that they come to understand
its meanings in particular ways. The manner in which
representations are structured also codes and articulates
gendered behaviour. In other words, particular meanings,
values and behaviour are privileged by the discourses which we
encounter in textual forms and in this way subjects tend to be
posi tioned by and within these representational codes which
are evident in narratives.
The implication of the aforementioned is that gender and
subjectivity have political, economic, social and particularly
ideological underpinnings. It follows then that the ' reality'
represented in the media and i ts narratives is not neutral,
natural or transparent: it is operational within an
ideological context:
In forming positions for our understanding,
narrative is nevertheless partial. Because
it is selective, no single narrative, nor
any set of narratives, can present the whole
truth (Alvarado, Gutch & Wollen 1987:129).
Consequently, the media reflects hegemonic values in a way
that creates "truth(, "legitimacyt and "natural order t • These
dominant values are very often presented in the narratives of
media texts. Simply, the narratives and representations of
popular media which are considered legitimate, authentic and
worthy by the dominant order are usually those texts that
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endorse those ideological values held by that order. Those
that overtly challenge these values tend to be marginalised
and/or devalued.
Texts emerge from particular institutional circumstances. No
text emerges without being positioned theoretically or
ideologically. Any text therefore is a product of an agent,
ei ther an individual agent, an institutional agent or both
(Bazalgette 1992). As each narrative is framed in a discourse
(Turner 1988:79), they work in favour of that particular
discourse. It is in relation to these discourses that stories
either gain prominence, are re-told, re-framed or are
discarded. Those narratives that wield power are often those
that uphold the hegemonic discourse. The importance of
narratives is that they are never independent of power
relations and discourse.
Media and other narratives are centrally implicated, then, in
shaping gendered identities. As a consequence, interrogating
narratives becomes critical in the understanding of, amongst
other issues, gendered subjectivities, language, discourse and
power.












theorists are drawn upon in the analysis of texts in the
module. The theorists that are drawn on here include: Propp,
Todorov and Levi-Strauss.
Vladimir Propp (1975) analysed a group of Russian folk-tales
in order to see if they shared common properties and
discovered that they all shared certain structural features
even though they differed in surface details (Turner 1988).
The most common shared structural features were that of the
functions of various sets of characters and actions within
tales.
Propp's proposal is that narratives are constituted by thirty
one narrative 'functions'. These functions organize the
progression of a narrative (Tilley 1991). Thus
focus of narratives are events and characters.
Propp's main
He identifies
narrative characters: heroes, villains, donors, helper, the
princess, false hero or magical agents. These characters
occupy a number of roles or 'spheres of action' as Propp calls
them. The characters participate within 'spheres of action' or
functions which make up the story.
In the analysis of women in narrative structures, Kuhn (1982)
states that women serve as a narrative function and that women
become "a structure governing the organisation of story and
plot in a narrative" (1982: 32). Within most narratives the
spheres of action available to women are very limited. There
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is also a great degree of limitation in the allocation of
gender roles in narratives because the hero is almost always
the male. The module will draw on Propp's ideas of characters
and their role functions.
Propp's model suggests that work on cultural function and
structural characteristics of narrative can be applicable to
many different types of media texts (something the module sets
out to show). At the very least, it addresses the posibility
that modern media forms and primitive fairy-tale serve similar
functions for their respective audiences.
Another way of explaining the structure of narrative is to
look at it as a process and it is to the work of Todorov that
we turn to next.
Tzevetan Todorov (1977) looks at structure of stories as
comprising of a process that moves from initial equilibrium
where there "may be a balance of social, psychological or
moral elements according to the story genre" (Tilley 1991:52),
a disruption and a new equilibrium.
He sees narrative beginning in a stable point of equilibrium









by a force or power
notion of equilibrium
raises questions about how social order is represented and how
it funct ions to effect closure within stories (Lusted
1991:56) .
The mapping of equilibrium, disruption and






B (Agent of Change)
Disruption Quest Normality
Todorov sees narrative beginning in a stable point of
equilibrium or what he calls " plenitude - when things are
satis factory, peaceful, calm, or recogni zably normal" (Turner
1988:76). The equilibrium or plenitude is disrupted by a force
or power which results in disequilibrium. The return to
normality or the restoring of equilibrium or plenitude is
"through the action of a force directed against the disrupting
force" (Turner 1988: 77) .
In relation to gender, the application of Todorov's
understanding and explanation of structure to most narratives,
enables the identification of women as disruption or a problem
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is set into motion through the action of a woman. Kuhn's
(1982) analysis of narrative structures in film is that
it is often woman - as structure, character, or
both - who constitutes the motivator of the
narrative, the 'trouble' that sets the plot
in motion(1982:34).
This links closely to Propp' s 'spheres of action' which are
limiting for women and hence we see the emergence of the
structural role of "women as disruption". Research indicates
that in most popular narratives women are controlled or
contained by particular roles in the narrative. Haralovich (in
Kuhn 1982) states that "narrative closure is always dependant
on the resloution of enigmas centring on heterosexual
courtship" (in Kuhn 1982:34) and the resolution of narratives
depends on the resolution of the particular
'woman-question' set up by narratives: woman
may thus have to be returned to her place so
that order is restored to the world (1982:34).
This place is consonant with the dictates of patriarchy.
From Todorov's narrative theory it is possible to investigate
a common structural process in narrative which gender
theorists argue has a determining effect on what is selected
and presented by the media. For this reason it is important to
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consider the function of narrative through the lens of
Levi-Strauss.
C~aude Levi-Strauss (1966) looks at narratives and its
functions. In looking at narrative and its functions, a
particular area of analysis for Levi-Strauss is that of myths
because they served a function for society and were "used to
deal with the contradictions in experience, to explain the
apparently inexplicable, and to justify the inevitable"
(Turner 1988:72). Myths, he proposes, share a commonality and
serve particular functions in society (Turner 1988). The world
is understood through shared myths. Most media texts serve to
uphold the dominant discourse of patriarchy through the use of
myths. Myths negotiate between binary oppositions and are used
to understand the world. Narratives display tensions in life.
These can be separated into binary oppositions. Binary
oppositions in narratives serve to reinforce the hegemonic and
patriarchal gender order providing a binary divide between men
and women.
Levi-Strauss used the concept of binary oppositions because it
is from differences or similarities that we make meaning
because "meaning is a product of the construction of
difference and similarities" (Turner 1988:73). One of the ways
in which humans understand the world is through dividing it
into sets of mutually exclusive categories and in relation to
gender, if males and females are opposites, then women are
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what men are not (Turner 1988). Narrative theorists, like
Levi-Strauss, point to the existence of binary oppositions and
myths within narratives. In relation to gender, narratives
also make use of myths and binary oppositions. Binary
opposi tions and myths within patriarchal discourses work to
restrict certain roles to portray men and women in terms of
difference, thus, further reproducing and privileging gender
difference. The analysis of binary oppositions in texts are
dealt with in greater detail in the module.
As narratives are central in proposing and naturalising
gendered domains, in order to develop an understanding of
gender, subjectivity, language, discourse and power, it is
vital to teach and study narratives, in order to gain
knowledge of how these understandings are used and manipulated
in narratives and how what is offered to us as 'natural' in
narratives.
THE NEED TO TEACH AND STUDY NARRATIVE
Studying narrative develops an understanding of how
texts are organized, why and to what effect ... Studying
narrative enables us to get a purchase on the totality
of a text, to see it in a complete structure, envisage
and assess the choices that have made it the way it
is (Graham 1988:61).
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The studying of narrative is at the most obvious level,
helpful in understanding the structure and process of
narration of a story. It also enables a consideration of how
stories are told, by whom, their discursive functions and for
what purpose ? The analysis of the structure of narratives
across a range of texts, especially media texts, enables us to
understand better their effects on us as media consumers. An
understanding of narratives "offers powerful analytical tools
for understanding not only the media but our relations to it"
(Tilley 1991:78).
The following section is concerned with discourse, power,
genre, context and reception because these areas not only
develop an understanding of how they influence, shape and
construct meanings within narratives, but also how these areas
develop students understandings of how narratives work, their
influence and function.
The chief aim of teaching narrative will be to allow students
to be conscious and critical of how meanings are constructed
in narratives and "that however neutral or invisible those who
have produced the text may appear to be, the text is
nonetheless a narrative constructed from a particular point of
view" (Hortop 1994:78). Narratives are never independent of
power relationships. As established earlier on, there is
always someone telling a story and stories often serve a
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particular interest. Discourses and ideology operate in all
narratives.
The study of narrative will also enable issues of power to be
approached. Certain stories are re-told and gain more
importance than others. Stories that wield power are generally
those that uphold and sustain a hegemonic discourse. Every








Genre has increasingly began to inform critical or
poststructuralist approaches to textual study. In teaching
with a narrative focus, learners can develop an understanding
of genre. Our 'reading' of a narrative rests on our
familiarity with other narratives as well as our own personal
insights. A genre groups stories into types (Tilley 1991) and
places a narrative within a category. It is this category that
provides an understanding of what the reader can expect in a
certain type of story. Peim states that "textual identities
are always mobile and can only be held in place by conventions
and established ordering within discursive frameworks"
(1993:58). Different discourses within genres divide
narratives and give it meaning in different ways. Certain
genres have codes which signal the reader to expect certain
outcomes. These codes are responsible for transporting the
reader through a narrative (Tilley 1991). However, codes and
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their meanings are not produced by texts but are a kind of
textual language (Peim 1993). This textual language can be
interpreted in various ways, thus, leading to multiple
readings which can either confirm or challenge.
Contexts affect interpretation of a narrative. Where and how a
narrative appears affects its reading and understanding. For
example, a narrative in an advertisement can be interpreted
differently from that of the same narrative in a different
context. The influence of context in shaping meanings within
texts can be linked to the poststructuralist understanding of
the sign which acquires new and different meaning according to
its context (Weedon 1987).
In teaching about narratives, learners can develop an
understanding that meaning is produced by the reader and not
the text:
Narratives position their audience in particular
ways, and audience, in turn in their infinite
readings, reconstitute and reposition those
narratives (Alvarado, Gutch & Wollen 1987:120).
No single interpretation can be given to a narrative. The idea
of multifarious readings bears similarities with the
poststructuralist understanding of "the free play of meaning"
(Weedon 1987: 19) and that meanings are open to plural
interpretations.
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Masterman proposes that the study and analysis of narratives
can assist in developing the capacity for critical, active
interrogators of texts by:
drawing attention to their modes of meaning,
by breaking through the mystifications of
'characters' to examine the narrative functions
they perform, by interrupting the narrative flow
in order to show how its continuity is produced,
and by clarifying some of the ways in which our
consciousness may be structured by narrative
forms (Masterman 1985:186).
The following chapter will contain the module which uses the
theoretical framework of this chapter, namely, media theory
and in particular narratives, to formulate lessons and to
demonstrate how teaching with a narrative focus can





Texts are constructed to be read .. from a particular
reading position where certain ways of thinking are
taken for granted the preferred reading position is
one that supports traditional ways of thinking about
gender. In this way, texts help reinforce gender
assumptions, making them seem inevitable. This
allows ideas about appropriate ways of behaving in
terms of gender to appear natural and timeless,
when, in fact they are constructed and
variable (Martino & Mellor 1995:9).
The analysis of narratives in texts provides teachers with one
possible strategy for addressing how texts are constructed and
how gender is constructed within them, to challenge preferred
reading positions and examine how gender constructions can
change or be read in alternate ways. Using media texts, this
chapter attempts to translate the complex theoretical
framework of the preceeding chapters into concrete classroom
practice by suggesting a module. This module does not attempt
to be a prescriptive model or present its strategies as
exhaustive, yet it does attempt to translate pedagogical and
cultural theory into practice.
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The intention of the module is to develop an awareness
relating to three textual areas, namely: that texts are
constructed from particular reading positions, that preferred
reading positions supports hegemonic ways of thinking about
gender and finally that appropriate ways of behaving in terms
of gender are constructed and consequently variable. It is
central to this undertaking to seek to develop an awareness
that:
gender is a social (and discursive) construct, not
something 'natural' or God-given, but constructed,
patterned, by every society for its own purposes
and according to its own ideology (Flemming in Kenworthy
1996:1) .
In addressing the areas listed above, the module will focus on
narrative elements identified in the previous chapter, namely,
binary oppositions, role of characters , narrative functions,
structure of narratives, hegemonic discourses, oppositional
discourses, subjectivity and power.






ways of working with texts





examination of gender constructions.
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Seeing that gender
constructions eminate out of deeply entrenched beliefs,
atti tudes and ideology of society, "children may bring fixed
and strongly held assumptions" (Davies 1986:14) of gender into
the classroom. As a result, learners are likely to offer
resistance to some of the gender constructions in texts or may
find some constructions as unproblematic.
My intention, therefore, is to be aware of the investment
which learners bring to particular subject positions and to do
what Davies (1996) suggests about discrimination and
prejudice:
one of the best ways to attack prejudice and
discriminatory practices is to enable children
to understand the processes through which
they are constructed and consolidated (1996:14).
Pedagogic practices and processes become important in
challenging and addressing problems that might be encountered
when teaching gender. The employment of critical pedagogy is
suggested because it offers "conditions for changing
subj ectivi ty" (Giroux 1984: 319) and "centres around the need
for students to interrogate critically" (1984: 319). By being
offered varying subject positions and critical thinking
skills, learners can begin to further their understanding on
how gender gets constructed and the implication for such
constructions.
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Through the use of critical pedagogy in the module, I examine
gender constructions in texts, reading positions in relation
to gender and I provide oppositional or alternate reading
positions and strategies.
AIMS OF THE MODULE
In constructing the module, my intention has been to:
• Set into place strategies for teaching and learning which
advocate the critical version of English teaching; To do
this I draw upon the different theories (poststructuralism,
cri tical literacy, media theory and feminism) outlined in
the previous chapters to provide practical ways of working
in the classroom;
• Draw upon insights of narrative theorists (Propp, Todorov,
and Levi-Strauss) to analyse the role of
characters, narrative action, narrative functions and the
structure of narrative;
• Create an awareness on the role narratives play in often
perpetuating gendered identities, discourse and power
relations; and
• Increase and develop an awareness that different genres
provide different discourses in relation to gender.
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Title of module:
TEACHING ABOUT GENDER AND NARRATIVES IN THE MEDIA FOR
SECONDARY SCHOOL PUPILS.
OVERVIEW OF THE MODULE:
This module is divided into four phases. Each phase has a
specific focus area in relation to gender and narratives.
Different types of media texts are used in each phase to
exemplify the focus area.
Phase One: GENRE, STORY AND STRUCTURE
In this phase, learners extend their knowledge on different
genres, articulate and develop their understanding of
structure of stories and the basic components of narrative.
Phase Two: NARRATIVE STRUCTURE SUPPORTS HEGEMONIC GENDER ORDER
AND PATRIARCHAL ROLES
This phase considers how narratives tend to propose and
support gendered roles in texts. In order to undertake this
investigation of narrative structure, areas of examination
include role of characters, narrative functions and binary
oppositions because it is often these aspects that support
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hegemonic ways of thinking about gender in texts and lead to
the adoption of preferred reading positions.
Phase Three: READING POSITIONS - HEGEMONIC/PATRIARCHAL
DISCOURSE
Having looked at how gender is constructed along the lines of
patriarchy within texts, this phase focuses on the reading of
texts. Discourses in narratives and texts enable or are
responsible for texts being constructed
positions. Therefore, this phase focuses
from particular
specifically on
hegemonic discourse and its role in constructing particular
gendered positions.
Phase Four: DIFFERENT READINGS - COUNTER/OPPOSITIONAL
DISCOURSE
In this phase oppositional discourse is introduced and
constrasted to hegemonic discourse. A comic is used as an
example of oppositional discourse in order for learners to
understand that gender is a social construction and these
constructions can change, vary and offer a new subjectivity.
Phase Plans:
For each phase I provide a:
1. Preamble which includes motivation for the use of the text;
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2. Synopsis of the text;
3. Theoretical areas and theorists that are drawn upon;
4. Objectives of the phase and
5. Procedure which includes activities and tasks for learners.
Phase One: INTRODUCTION TO NARRATIVES, STRUCTURE AND GENRE
1. Preamble:
Pupils have encountered stories and are famaliar with stories
and their basic components. Stories that share similar
structures are used to depict similarity of story structure
and what they comprise of. The two stories that are used in
the discussion share similar structures. The worksheet on
genres extend knowledge and understanding of different genres.
2. Synopsis of text
Searching for Welcome (Gladys Thomas in WHAT'S IN A STORY):
During a shooting, Nopink loses her goat called Welcome. She
is distraught and goes out looking for her goat. A friend,
Mandla, helps her to look for her goat Welcome. Welcome is
eventually found and taken back to the church hall where
Nopink and her mother are seeking shelter.
Family gives thanks after dad survives horror hijack and crash
(Aldrin Naidu in POST NEWSPAPER October 1998): Mr Chinsamy
arrived at work normally on a Tuesday morning when he was
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confronted by robbers. After demanding money and assaulting Mr
Chinsamy, the robbers shoved him on to the floor in the back
of the vehicle. By speeding in a state of panic, the robbers
crashed the vehicle under a bus. However, the three robbers
were killed and Mr Chinsamy survived and was greatful to be
alive.
3. Theoretical areas and theorists that are drawn on:
a. Narrative structure is informed by Todorov's analysis of
structure which consists of an introduction (initial
equilibrium), upset/problem (disequilibrium), and an end
(new equilibrium) .
b. The identification of characters in a story are those
identified by Propp - hero, heroine, helper and villain.
c. Stories fall into different groups or categories called
genres (Peim 1993). The important aspects to be developed
in genre include: specific narrative expectations, setting,
action and conflict (Turner 1988). Genre theory (discussed
in earlier chapter) is drawn on because our 'reading' of a
narrative rests on our familiarity with other narratives.
4. Objectives:
* to identify and articulate the structure inherent in stories
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* to further understanding of different genres and its
influence on interpreting narratives.
5. Procedure:
* A proposed starting point is to generate discussion on what
makes up a story or what are recognizable features of stories.








start a story that
stories, ideas are
brainstormed of what mdkes up a story.
* By examining two stories (Searching for Welcome Appendix 1
and Family gi ves thanks after dad survi ves hijack and horror
crash Appendix 2), this leads to the acknowledgement that:
1. stories have similar structure - introduction,
problem/upset, action and an end.
1INTRODUCTION 1-. IUPSET 1--... IACTION I--.. lEND I
2. stories have different characters - hero/heroine,
villain and helper
* Discussion on expectations we have of genres is






Identify a problem that will be resolved
Identify the situation in which it has emerged
Create a hero and other characters
Now write your own story
* Genre Awareness
The learners will be presented with a worksheet (Types of
Stories taken from PRIMARY LANGUAGE BOOKS 1, 2, 3 AND 4 - see
attached worksheet on the next page) that requires them to
match illustrations with written texts. The illustrations and
texts have been selected as typical examples of the imagery,
style and content of particular genres.
Discussion of selections and articulation of characteristics
and expectations of genres.
No gender link has been established in this phase because the
aim of this phase was to introduce narratives and its
structure. This is done so that learners can first begin to
develop their understanding and kno'dledge on narrative
structure and characters before proceeding to analyse gender.
Understanding of narrative structure, characters and genre


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NARRATIVE STRUCTURE SUPPORTS HEGEMONIC GENDER ORDER AND
PATRIARCHAL ROLES
1. Preamble:
This phase is concerned with how the hegemonic gender order
and patriarchal ways of thinking about gender are reinforced
through narrative function, structure and characters.
2. Synopsis of the text: The Claws of the Ca t (STUART CLOETE
IN CLOSE TO THE SUN: STORIES FROM SOUTHERN AFRICA) .
Japie and his parents lived on a farm in Baviaansfontein. One
day his father got ill and had to visit a hospital in Cape
Town. The farm could not be left unattended therefore, Japie
volunteed to stay behind and take care of the farm whilst his
mother. accompanied the father to hospital which was a long way
from home. Japie's mother expressed fear at the thought of
Japie being alone on the farm. During his parents absence,
Japie had to be brave and responsible because he has many
chores to perform and he had to take care of the sheep. He was
able to perform his chores through the help of his companion,
a dog, called Moskou. One evening, however, Moskou became very
uneasy because he barked and growled several times. Upon
investigation, Japie discovered a dead sheep and prints of a
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lynx in the sheep kraal. Japie directs Moskou to help him
trace the lynx so that he could kill it. However when Moskou
does eventually find the lynx, Japie' s gun misfires and the
lynx attacks Japie. Moskou charges into the lynx to prevent it
from further attacking Japie and the lynx and the dog get into
a vicious attack where both are killed. Moskou dies after
trying to save Japie' s life. Al though Japie wishes to show
emotion it is concealed when his parents arrive home and his
father reiterates his braveness and manhood.
3. Theoretical areas and theorists that are drawn upon:
a. Todorov is drawn on in the identification of the structure
of the story.
b. The character types are those identified by Propp.
c. The narrative theorist that is drawn on in the section of
the binary oppositions is Levi Strauss. Levi-Strauss suggests
that "one of the ways in which humans understand the world is
through dividing it into sets of mutually exclusive
categories" (Turner 1988:73). These categories are binary
oppositions which divide up and structure our understanding of
the world. In relation to gender, assuming male and female are
opposi tes, then it means that, automatically, women are what
men are not; if the male is strong, then the female must be
weak and so forth (Turner 1988).
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d. The theorists that are drawn on in this section of the
phase include Swanson (1991) and Davies (1986). In the story
The Claws of the Ca t, stereotypical roles are given to the
woman and man. The woman is given the stereotypical role of
mother, care giver, emotional and frightened whlist the man is
given the role of father, provider, rational and brave. The
analysis of stereotypes in the story enables the teacher to
point out how stereotypes propose and reinforce gendered roles
and behaviour and that stereotypes can be challenged.
4. Objectives:
* to identify role and narrative functions in terms of Propp's
theory and how these influence meaning and understanding
around gender.
* to develop an understanding on how the use of binary
oppositions in narratives uphold the patriarchal gender
order.
5. Procedure:
* Extend ideas about how characters functions in narratives in
terms of gender roles.
Read The Claws of the Cat (Appendix 3) and identify structure




Who are heros ?
What do heros do ?
b. The following table has seven character functions. They are
not all found in every story. Can you identify any of these in
The Claws of the Cat ? Fill them in on the table below:
CHARACTER FUNCTIONS
villain
donor or provider (who gives
the magical agent or helper)
helper (to the hero)
father







One of the more obvious ways to work to illustrate the
dominant gendered order is to introduce the notion of
stereotypes. Stereotyping of gender roles are evident in most
stories and it impacts greatly on the characters and their
roles.
Activity:
By refering to the set of pictures (Appendix 4), with whom
would you associate the following occupations:
a. an entertainer
b. a college professor
c. a rugby player
d. a hairdresser
Learners are presented with images of people. They are
required to identify which of these four people would suit the
occupations listed.
Discussion of selection and articulation of choices include
the following questions:
Why were such choices made ?
What led us to make these choices ?
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By drawing and building from the responses of the first two
questions, the teacher leads into the discussion on the
creation and effects of stereotypes:
How does a stereotype get created ?
What does stereotyping do ?
From the above discussion the following is intended to emerge
and be discussed (Davies 1986):
1. Stereotyping is a process of categorisation and evaluation
2. Stereotypes are powerful.
3. Stereotyping affects the behaviour of those being
stereotyped and those doing the stereotyping.
4. Stereotyping is one way of making sure that relationships
seem natural.
* Back To The Claws of the Cat: Stereotypes
Activity one:
Design a cover for this story. Your illustration should
include all the characters as they are portrayed in the story.
The discussion and reflection of cover designs are a starting
point to reflect on stereotypes and the portrayal of
characters: mother is likely to be seen doing domestic chores
in the kitchen and Japie and father doing manual labour on the
farm or out hunting.
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Transform the story in the newspaper article into a comic
strip. The aim of this exercise is to make students aware
that styles of narratives vary and that different types of
texts require different conventions. For example, a comic
strip is different in its layout, language and so forth
from a newspaper article.
b. Characters:








Stereotypes of males and females in the story are constructed
as opposites. Therefore the fourth area of analysis is binary
oppositions. Dominant discourses in texts set up and regulate
binary oppositions.
Many binary oppositions or opposites can be found in this
text. The teacher leads this discussion and together with
learners construct a grid showing opposites. The suggested
grid identifies some of the possibilities of oppositions of
males and females in the story:
FATHER/SON (Man) MOTHER (Woman)
1. fearless/ brave fearful/frightened
2. Rational Emotional
3. Violent passive
4 . Assertive Submissive
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PHASE THREE
READING POSITIONS - HEGEMONIC/PATRIARCHAL DISCOURSE
1. Preamble:
News stories share similarities with other narratives and
their structure. Often in news stories the heroes are those
who help in defending social order whilst the villains will
seek to destroy it. The text used in this phase is a news
story from a local newspaper entitled: Premoni tion Saved My
Life, Says Traffic Cop. This text is used because it is an
example of how hegemonic or patriarchal ways of thinking about
gender leads to preferred reading positions or a particular
reading position.
2. Synopsis of text: Premonition Saved My Life, Says Traffic
Cop
In Premoni tion Saved My Life, Says Traffic Cop (Appendix 5),
the inj ured police officer is seen to be the hero for he
defends social order, he was pulling vehicles for routine
checks when he was hit by a truck. The truck driver can be
categorised as the villain for he was obviously trying to
avoid the routine check by speeding off and injuring the
officer. The idea of hero, villain and helper which Propp uses
in his narrative functions can be identified in this newspaper
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article. The police officer is the hero, the truck driver the
villain and the nurse the helper. Although the picture (which
in itself tells a story), has the woman, as the helper. The
actual article, however, makes no mention of the nurse.
3. Theoretical areas and theorists that are drawn upon:
a. News stories are also made up of some of the characters
that Propp identifies: hero, heroine, villian, magical agent
and helper and share similarities with the structure of
narratives proposed by Todorov (intial equilibrium,
upset/problem, resolution/new equilibrium) .
b. Any media text or product is spoken by someone or some
people, it is termed "discourse". Every narrative is framed in
a discourse. Narratives work in favour of certain discourses.
These discourses in narratives construct particular positions.
Different discourses provide for a range of modes
of subjectivity and the ways in which particular
discourses constitute subjectivity have implications
for the process of reproducing or contesting power
relations (Weedon 1987:92).
This section draws on the poststructuralist understanding of
discourse, power and subjectivity (as discussed in chapter
one) . Texts encourage us to take up certain 'reading
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positions' (Morgan 1996: 9). These positions are linked with
subject positions.
The news story is framed within a particular discourse which
provides a subjectivity that reproduces patriarchal power. The
reproduction of patriarchal gender order also reinforces a
subjectivity which conforms to hegemonic ways of thinking and
behaving in terms of gender. Dominant discourses are those
that "legitimate, support, maintain and reproduce the status
quo" (Kenworthy 1996:1). In relation to gender, discourses set








in the news story
reinforces patriarchy





* To develop an understanding of how certain narratives
circulate and reinforce gendered identities and behaviour.





A proposed starting point on the structure of the story is to
get pupils to dramatize or act out in groups what happens in
the story. The reflection and discussion on the dramatization
of this story will reflect its structure and its similarity
with other stories analysed in the previous phases.
Activity:
Most stories have an introduction (initial equilibrium),
upset/problem (disequilibrium), and an end (new equilibrium).
In your group, identify these areas, by filling in the
appropriate grids. The aim of this exercise is to assist
pupils to understand how the notion of equilibrium raises
questions about how social order is represented and how it
functions to effect closure within stories.
IINTRODUCTIONI ------+. (UPSET I ----.,. (ACTION 1-----.. I END
Leading on from this discussion, roles and duties of men and
women in a patriarchal society and stereotypes of men and
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The following discussion questions aim to introduce the
concept of discourse:
1. Who is speaking? For Whom?
2. Is the nurse part of the story? Why? Should the nurse be
included in the written part of the text ?
b. Writing Activity
Rewrite the article to include the nurse in the written part
of the text as the heroine of the story.
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PHASE FOUR
READING POSITIONS - COUNTER/OPPOSITIONAL DISCOURSES
1. Preamble:
The text, Big Ethel, is used in this phase because it depicts
counter discourse and how it functions to illustrate that
gender is a construction and that these constructions can vary
and be challeged. Big Ethel is chosen because its story is
unconventional. The female is portrayed as the heroine and as
being smarter than the male. The motivation for using such a
text stems from the fact that it is different and goes against
the normal conventions of the male being the hero. This
cartoon offers an al ternative or opposi tional discourse. BIG
ETHEL also serves to dispute stereotypical behaviour of males
and females.
2. Synopsis of the text: Big Ethel
Ethel approaches the school coach to be part of the wrestling
team however, the coach does not take her seriously and
dismisses her request. His reason for denying Ethel an
opportuni ty to be part of the team is that girls are not
allowd to participate in contact sports. Ethel gets permission
from the school board and produces this in writing to the
coach. Reggie, one of the wrestlers, hears about Ethel's
request and out of sheer ridicule challenges Ethel to a match.
After Ethel is victorious, the coach decides to give Ethel a
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chance to be on the team. Ethel wrestles on behalf of her
school and does her school proud by winning the match for her
school. She is honoured by her school and the media that have
come to acknowledge her achievement.
3. Theoretical areas and theorists that are drawn upon:
a. Structure - The model offered by Todorov is used in this
text.
b. The theoretical area and theorists drawn on in the section
of discourse is the same as in phase three. The understanding
of hegemonic and opposi tional discourse discussed in chapter
one is used in this phase.
The discourse in this text is an oppositional one in that it
does not reinforce the patriarchal gender order. This text
allows us to take up a reading position which offers a change
of subjectivity by challenging the patriarchal gender order.
c. Representations:
Alternative forms of representations might be brought
into the classroom to present different images and
provide different forms of engagement ... Studying
alternative ... media texts helps to re-pose questions
concerning how identities are understood (Swanson 1991:141).
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Alternative media products show us how learned our
familiarities and expectations are. They encourage us to look
at what is included, what is excluded and most importantly
introduce humour in the classroom. Narrational representations
also propose posi tions for a subj ect so that they come to
understand its meanings in particular ways.
4. Objectives:
* to understand that gender is a construction which can vary
and be challenged
* oppositional or counter discourses in texts provide
different and new ways of reading
5. Procedure:
* Structure: Read the story Big Ethel (Appendix 6) and
identify the following:
a. the problem
b. elaboration of the problem
c. resolution of the problem
Learners identify introduction, upset/problem and resolution.
* Changing the Text
Activity: Write a snippet for your school newspaper on the
wrestling match and its outcome.
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* Same as or Different
In this text, the gender constructions are different from
other texts that are normally encountered, therefore in order




The text appears to construct boys and girls as opposites. How
is this done and why ? How is Ethel different ?
b. In your groups complete the following grid:
What is this Who else holds Who has a











* Hegemonic discourse Versus Oppositional discourse
Activity:
In groups of five, draw constrasts between Big Ethel and the
other texts used in phase two and three. This comparison will
enable pupils to understand more clearly the different
discourses and how it serves to either reinforce or challenge
gender constructions. The following is a suggested chart to
show constrasts:
MEN WOMEN
CLAWS OF THE CAT/ brave, strong weak, scared,
PREMONITION SAVED MY LIFE fearless, fighters fearful
hunters, policemen mother, nurse
BIG ETHEL weak brave, strong
frightened fearless,
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* Writing a text that counters gender stereotypes:
....~
Activity:
Write a detective story which has the following:
a. a problem which a man has
b. a heroine who solves the problem
c. a resolution to the problem
Compare and discuss your story with other conventional
detective stories.
CONCLUSION
The module has attempted to introduce issues of
subjectivities, discourse, power and critical thinking in the
suggested activities. To this end, it has examined the
narrative functions of characters and explored some of the
ways in which our consciousness may be structured by narrative
forms.
The lessons are by no means exhaustive but intend to initiate
similar and more comprehensive ideas for educators to adopt in
fostering gender sensitive education. It is hoped that by
sharing such ideas, the danger of narratives turning audiences
into passive recipients of texts will be curbed by
100
enlightening audiences and thereby transformimg them into
active interrogators of the text.
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CONCLUSION
The study attempted to offer insights on how texts and
classroom practices contribute to shaping and reinforcing
gendered subjectivities, gendered behaviour and power
relations and how through the use of critical literacy and
cri tical pedagogy, learners can beg in to question processes
that contribute to the shaping of gendered subjectivities.
The study explored how media texts are involved in reproducing
gender ideologies and in what ways they might be used in the
classroom to challenge these ideologies (Gilbert and Taylor
1991:6). A teaching module was suggested because students
learn about ideologies when they actually have to confront
them in a practical situation. In Williamson' s view, students
can never understand these issues purely intellectually; they
need to bump up against ideologies in the course of practical
productive work (1981:2).
The teaching module also suggested how classroom practices can
be used to challenge the reproduction of gender relations and
how to understand the construction of gender. It provides the
educator with new and creative ways of working in the
classroom. These new ways of working in the classroom include
pedagogical practices that instill a new definition of
literacy which has the ability "to access, analyze, evaluate,
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and communicate messages in a variety of forms"
1997:165) .
(Hobbs
Educators should start to include a variety of texts for
analysis in the classroom so that there is "an expansion of
the concept of 'text' to include messages of all sorts" (Hobbs
1997:166) .
The module and its suggestions are by no means the only ways
of introducing change into the classroom and its practices.
Educators can bring change into the classroom by changing
their own thinking and perceptions, therefore, another
important area that needs to undergo change so that teaching
practices and methodologies can change is teachers
perceptions. Educators themselves need to change their own
mind set before delving into new ways of working in the
classroom because "educational change depends on what teachers
do and think" (Fullan 1982:176). Only by questioning and
challenging their own perceptions of gender can teachers begin
to review their teaching methods and start to adopt
pedagogical practices expoused by the teaching module.
In translating the theoretical framework of this study into
concrete classroom practice, this study's key implication was
to illustrate that:
103.
while schooling is a site for the reproduction of
gender relations, it is also a site for intervention
and change (Gilbert and Taylor 1991:5).
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Nopink awoke early that cold June morning. It still seemed unusually dark and quiet. She sat up and rubbed the
sleep from her eyes. She looked around at the many mothers and children who lay sleeping on the wooden floor of
the big hall. Then slowly she remembered everything... The people running blindly through the smoke, the sickening
smell ofbuming blankets and the desperate shouting, the crying of a lost child, the rumbling, shooting Casspirs.
Now everyone felt safe in the church hall, away from the fighting and buming in Crossroads. Nopink rolled up her
blanket and placed it neatly against the wall with their other belongings. Then she crawled over to where the grol,l;n-
ups slept. Her mother stirred when she felt Nopink moving.
"Why are you awake so early, Nopink?" she asked.
"Mother, we must go and look for Welcome. What will become of her?" Nopink whispered.
"Yes, the poor goat. But I cannot go \".-ith you, my child. We mothers have to cook soup for the many hungry people
here today. Why don't you ask your friend Mandla to help you look for Welcome? But please be very, very careful
out there. If they start fighting again, you must hide in the bushes. If they shoot with birdshot., lie flat on the ground
and don't move until the police have left," warned her mother, pulling her dress over her head. "If there's trouble,
come back immediately."
Nopink stepped softly between the sleeping people in the hall, looking for her friend tvlandla. She found him at the
other end of the hall. Soon the two of them were walking through the cold morning, the air still heavy with the smell
of teargas and the stench of smouldering shacks.
"Where did you get the goat from?" Mandla asked as they walked along the rough gravel road, rubbing their hands to
warm them. "My father was working at the abattoir in Maitland," Nopink answered. "One cold winter night he came
home with a little goat under his jacket. We all went wild with excitement and my mother prepared a bottle of milk
for the hungry kid. We called her Welcome, and later my mother taught me how to feed her. I loved looking after
her. She used to suck at my fingers sometimes. Welcome grew up into a big nanny-goat. You should see her big
titties, which I used to milk every day. Now she's gone and I miss her so much l "
"Don't worry, we'll find her. Someone must have cut her rope when our homes \V'ere burnt down. fm sure she ran
away and is hiding somewhere," said Mandla to comfort her.
Soon they reached the sand dunes and burnt-out shacks. They called Welcome's name as loudly as they could, but
only a lone, lost dog howled in the distance. As they walked on they passed a few people, some carrying bundles of
blankets and furniture on their heads, others collecting blackened corrugated iron sheets and half-burnt poles to
rebuild their homes.
Then they n.'ached the site where Nopink's home had stood. Smoke was still rising from the pile of roofing iron, and
under a twisted metal door they could see her mother's bumt-oot bedstead. Nopink suddenly felt completely deserted.
She turned away quickly, and they walked on until they reached Landsdowne Road. Mandla stopped suddenly, and
then Nopink heard it too - an angry rumble that crept nearer and nearer.
Terrified, they crouched down behind a clump of Port Jackson willows. A convoy of army trucks and Casspirs
packed with soldiers and police thundered past. Like people going to a war, Nopink thought. The sand was wet
under her and she felt Mandla's body trembling next to hers. After the convoy had passed, they darted across the
road.
Deeper in the bush, in a clearing, they found some families who were hiding from the terrible things that were
happening in Crossroads. They saw mothers breast-feeding their babies, I,l;ith nothing but a few bundles of clothing at
their feet.
"Have you seen my goae" Nopin.1.;: asked the people time and again. But no one had seen Welcome.
Then they came upon a darn of muddy water with oil drums and plastic bags floating on it. But there was no sign of
Welcome. Mandla went searching for tadpoles, while Nopink walked around the edge of the dam, poking listlessly at
the plastic bags with a long stick.
Mischievously, Mandla crept up behind and pushed Nopink forward into the water. She screamed, struggling to keep
her balance, and Mandla pulled her back quickly. She was furious with him, and sat down on the grass and sulked.
They were tired and both sat in silence for a while. Suddenly they heard the stuttering of a goat. ".Blaa' Blaa'" They
jumped up and ran towards the sound, and there, behind an old drum among the trees, stood Welcome, her black-and-
white coat dirty and splattered with mud. The goat looked at Nopink with her big yellow eyes. "Blaa!" she called
again. Nopink threw her arms around the animal's neck and kissed her on her black lips. She was beside herself with
happiness. Mandla found an old tin and brought Welcome some water. It seemed that she had had sufficient grass to
eat, as her udder hung heavy with milk.
Nopink and Mandla took Welcome back over Lansdowne Road to Crossroads, walking her cautiously so as not to
cause her discomfort. The goat followed them meekly, keeping to Nopink's heels. Over the sand dunes they
struggled with her, until they eventually arrived at the church hall.
>l'opink and Mandla took Welcome back over Lansdowne Road to Crossroads, walking her cautiously so as'not to
:ause her discomfort. The goat followed them meekly, keeping to Nopink's heels. Over the sand dunes they
nuggled with her, until they eventually arrived at the church hall.
\11 the children and their mothers came out to see the goat. Nopink milked her while the other children looked on
:uriously. She was both proud and happy, and she handed the first jug of goat's milk to a mother whose baby was
ick. The women said that the fresh goat's milk would surely make the baby well again.
:bat night Nopink let Welcome sleep next to her in a corner of the church hall. The day had ended well after all.
~e1come was back, and soon the baby would be better again. "Dear God, let peace and quiet return to Crossroads, so
Mt Father can begin to build us a new home..."
SOURCE: TAKEN FROM "WHAT'S IN A STORY?"
BY GLADYS THOMAS.
APPENDIX 2






The family of Mr Danny Chinsamy - the victim of
a horror hijacking which ended when his car
crashed under a bus in Inanda Road, Newlands-
have given thanks this Diwali that he
survived.
Speaking about the ordeal from his hospital
bed, Mr Chinsamy, 41, of Landbury Drive, Unit 7,
believed he could have died at the hands of his
captors in the back seat of his Nissan Skyline or
in the crash.
Three of the four hijackers were killed.
"I am very lucky, very, very lucky to be alive,"
said the father of three.
The incident happened last Tuesday morning
when Mr Chinsamy, an office manager at Phoenix
Flooring in Springfield Park, arrived to open the
business at about 6.30am.
His brother, who also works for the company
and who did not want
to be named, said Mr
Chinsamy, normally
the first at work, was
confronted by the hi-
jackers.
"All he had was R70
in his wallet. It is
believed the robbers
assaulted him, and
then shoved him on to
the floor in the back of
the vehicle.
"They may have
beean speeding in a





suddenly. 1 am glad to
be alive."
Shortly aller this, he
was wheeled ofT to the
theatre for yet another
operation.
ctI~~:~~':J,r~~~~~:~ SOURCE: POST NEWSPAPER, OCTOBER 1998.
wife, said she could not













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.., PICTURE: SHEUEY K10NSTAD
LUCKY ESCAPE: Sister Vidya Naidoo attends to Traffic Officer Warren
Roets in the high care section of St Augustine's Hospital.
Premonition saved my
life, says traffic cop
KElTH ROSS
CHIEF REPORTER
A SUDDEN premonition of danger
probably saved the life of a traffic offi-
cer who was badly injured wh,en
struck by a truck on a Durban highway.
The premonition caused Mr Warren
Roets to leap to safety a split second
before the truck hit him.
He believes he would have' been
crushed to death between the truck
and another vehicle if he had not
moved at the last moment.
Mr Roets, who is in the high care sec-
tion ofSt Augustine's Hospital, said his
escape from peath happened on
Monday when he and five other offi-
cers were doing routine vehicle checks
on the N2 highway,
They were pulling off vehicles a.t the
Edwin Swales off-ramp on Monday
when Mr Roets went to speak to the
driver of a car that had stopped in the
emergency lane.
"I had a sudden feelingI must look
to the side," he said. "1 did and I saw a
truck coming at me. and I jumped."
Mr Roets said he was in mid-air
when the truck hit him and he was
flung to the roadside.
"I remember lying there thinking.
'Keep calm, keep calm'," he said. "I
knew I was badly injured."
Mr Roets was taken to hospital by
helicopter. He underwent surgery to
insert a pin into his shattered left
femur.
"My left ear had been torn off and
had to be sewn back,"he said.
His pelvis was also cracked, and he
had severe bruises. "The doctors say I
will be off work for six months.
"But I want to be back in about three
weeks. I enjoy my job; besides, I can't
do without my overtime. DuI' pay is
pathetic and I need my overtime to
live."
APPENDIX 6



